
black dot air

Office swivel chair with 
3D knitted upholstery
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A classic design that 
keeps up with the times.
The new black dot air.

Thanks to its unmistakable look and impressive comfort, the black dot product family 
has long been a Sedus classic. The new black dot air fits seamlessly into the family and 
has proven itself to be an innovative new version of this striking design.

With its novel 3D knitted upholstery, AIR KNIT, which offers the ideal symbiosis of pleasant 
haptics and a modern look, black dot air is guaranteed to impress at the very first glance. 
The design also boasts all the comforts which distinguish the black dot family, 
in particular the flexible backrest suspension which supports the back even in turning 
and sideways movements. 

Classic.
The frame and leg frame are made 
of stable plastic and come in either 
black or light grey. 

Unpretentious.
black dot air is also available without 
armrests, this option offers even more 
freedom of movement.
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Versions and variety

Unmistakeable.
 Good sitting 
in a nutshell.
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Feels as good
as it looks.
The new 3D knitted upholstery AIR KNIT.

The backrest of the black dot air features the innovative 3D knitted upholstery, AIR KNIT, 
which combines the advantages of a mesh membrane with those of full upholstery. 
AIR KNIT creates a lightweight feel, is breathable and ensures maximum comfort.

At the same time, the intricate stitching results in a high-quality and modern look. 
The fabric upholstery on the seat complements the overall look perfectly. The colour 
and texture of the upholstery can be chosen freely from the Sedus fabric collections.

Diverse.
Any of the colours and textures from the Sedus fabric 
collections can be selected for the seat upholstery –  
offering you great scope for creative freedom.

Haptic.
The knitted upholstery with 3D stitching is available 
in four modern shades, all of which underscore 
the delicate material structure.

Seat upholstery

Backrest upholstery:

Nova

Imitate

Atlantic

Remix

Fame

Gaja

Leather

Class

Step

Light grey Blue Red orange Black

Crêpe
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Look and feel

Harmonious.
black dot air dovetails seamlessly into the black dot 
product family which also includes models with classic 
full upholstery and transparent mesh backrests.
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Its the details which 
ensure  a great design.
A draft which combines design and ergonomics.

In addition to the novel 3D knitted upholstery, AIR KNIT, black dot air features numerous 
intelligent details for a wonderfully comfortable sitting experience. First and foremost, 
the well-known backrest suspension which supports black dot air users in all movements 
and directions. This unique sitting experience is rounded off by numerous ergonomic 
functions which facilitate healthy and dynamic sitting.

Adjustable.
Depending on body size, the 
sliding seat can be moved up 
to 60 mm.

Ergonomic.
The flexible suspension of 
the backrest provides pleasant 
support for the back, even during 
turning and side movements.

Groundbreaking. 
In addition to height-adjustable 
armrests, 4D armrests are optionally 
available which can be intuitively 
adjusted in all directions.

Supportive.
The backrest can be optionally 
fitted with a head and neck rest 
as well as a clothes hanger.

Comfortable.
The knitted upholstery offers high 
seating comfort and bribes with a 
refined 3D quilting, which gives a 
pleasant haptics with an innovative look.

Beneficial.
The lumbar support is height 
adjustable and is also available 
with optional depth adjustment.

Features with added value.
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Details and features

Comfortable

Groundbreaking

Adjustable

Ergonomic



sedus.com

black dot air
Whilst its iconic design has remained virtually unchanged, 
the new version of black dot now features state-of-the-art materials 
such as the innovative 3D knitted upholstery AIR KNIT.″
Michael Kläsener, Markus Dörner & Carlo Shayeb – Sedus Design Team
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